Gold Coast Rapid Transit

Local industry participation

Local business involvement
Cardno case study
Cardno is a professional infrastructure and
environmental services company with specialist
expertise in the development and improvement of
physical and social infrastructure for communities
around the world. Involved with the Gold Coast light rail
from the bid phase, Cardno’s local team have consulted
on matters such as the stations and depot, services
relocations (PUP), landscape and urban design as well
as temporary traffic management.
Mark Ricketts, Regional Manager for Queensland and
Northern Territory said working on the light rail has
provided Cardno’s local project team of over 40 staff
with a fantastic opportunity to contribute to a positive
city-changing project.
“Cardno has been on the Gold Coast for over 50 years,
we feel the light rail is a key component of the city
becoming world-class.The light rail system will provide
a catalyst for further development and opportunities for
the Gold Coast community.”
Cardno’s local experience, knowledge and contacts
have assisted GoldLinQ on the key design and
construction engineering issues for the project. Mr
Ricketts said a particularly challenging aspect of the
project has been the assessment of existing services
and their impact on the proposed works.
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Construction has started

GoldLinQ is committed to contributing to the local
economy and have a number of local industry
participation targets to meet during the three year
Design and Construction Phase. These targets
include achieving at least:
• 82.5% of labour to be recruited from the local region.
• 85% of plant equipment to be sourced from the local
region.
• 78% of materials to be sourced from the local region.
• 70% of subcontractors to be recruited from the local
region.
In the last quarter of 2011, GoldLinQ recruited 92% of
subcontractors from the Gold Coast and surrounding
areas during the Design, Investigation and Geotechnical
Phase. These results provided the local economy with an
$8.7 million boost.
The beginning of 2012 saw the priority shift to blue collar
recruitment with the aim also being to source the majority
of workers locally.
In addition, GoldLinQ will facilitate a number of integration
and knowledge partnering programs with local TAFEs
and universities and is looking to adopt internships, work
experience programs and other placement strategies for
students.
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GoldLinQ encourages Australian individuals and
companies interested in supplying goods and services
to the project, to register their interest now via our ICN
Gateway portal www.gateway.icn.org.au/project/1942/
goldlinq. For more information on employment
opportunities during the Design and Construction Phase of
the project visit www.macdowcareers.com.au or 		
www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/careers.
“There are over 12 different public utility authorities
which have services in the project corridor, some with
many different types of assets. Cardno are providing
GoldLinQ with the necessary design and construction
design solutions for the protection or relocation of these
services.”
Cardno is also assisting with the landscape and urban
design of the project to reflect the city’s character and
values.

Broadbeach
Works to date have included:
• Tree clearing and site establishment activities such as plant
mobilisation. Plant mobilisation involves moving general
construction equipment onto the site laydown areas.
• Removing median strips and the replacing pavement along
the Gold Coast Highway, Hooker Boulevard and T E Peters
Drive.
• Line marking along the Gold Coast Highway.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables and water pipes.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Closing the left hand turn slip lane temporarily from
northbound Gold Coast Highway to Hooker Boulevard
and T E Peters Drive. Traffic will be diverted via signalised
intersections.
• Diverting traffic to the middle lanes of the Gold Coast
Highway.
• Commencing station works near Hooker Boulevard.
• Constructing the track and widening of Gold Coast Highway.
• Constructing kerb and footpath construction on the
eastern-side of the Gold Coast Highway.
Southport
Works to date have included:
• Removing the centre median on Parklands Drive and moving
traffic to the south-side of the road to allow for the north-side
of the road to be rebuilt and services to be relocated.
• Starting construction on the support piers for the Smith
Street viaduct.
• Removing vegetation on Parklands Drive and behind the Gold
Coast City Council Depot in Baratta Street.
• Building the GoldLinQ site office on the existing Gold Coast
City Council Depot site.
• Demolishing the car wash in Brighton Street.
• Establishing the site compound on the corner of Queen and
Scarborough Streets.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Continuing construction work on Parklands Drive.
• Installing support piers and headstocks for the Smith Street
viaduct.
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Look out for traffic
controllers and signs to
help you stay safe during
construction.
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Starting construction on the support piers for the rail and
pedestrian bridges across the Nerang River.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables, and water pipes in Nerang and
Scarborough Streets. This will involve installing traffic barriers
and relocating bus stops.
• Preparing for the installation of the first light rail tracks in
Queen Street west.
Surfers Paradise
Works to date have included:
• Establishing a laydown area at the corner of Surfers Paradise
Boulevard and Cypress Avenue.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables, and water pipes.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Establishing construction zones along the Gold Coast
Highway from Sundale Bridge to the Admiralty Drive
intersection in preparation for tree clearing.
• Establishing construction zones and relocating underground
services along Surfers Paradise Boulevard, from View Street
to Cavill Avenue.
• Redirecting traffic along Surfers Paradise Boulevard, from
View Street to Cavill Avenue, Alison Street to Clifford Street,
and at the Ferny Avenue intersection. Surfers Paradise
Boulevard intersections will be closed at various times
throughout this period.
• Establishing construction zones from Alison Street to Clifford
Street.
• Establishing a laydown area on the Main Beach side of
Sundale Bridge, on both the eastern and western sides of the
bridge.
•

www.goldlinq.com.au
Project Hotline - 1800 967 377* and select the GoldLinQ option
* Free call within Australia. Call charges may apply from mobile phones.

Cardno locating services on Surfers Paradise Blvd

Construction has
started
Your light rail system
Local industry
participation

Welcome to the second edition of LinQed, the
project newsletter for GoldLinQ. The GoldLinQ
consortium was awarded the contract to build
and operate Stage One of the Gold Coast light rail
system in partnership with the State and Federal
Government and Gold Coast City Council.
Construction has now commenced and in this edition
you will read about the monumental efforts required
to build this city-changing infrastructure project. We
outline our commitment to the local economy and profile
local supplier Cardno, who worked with us during the
geotechnical stage. You can also read about your light
rail system, how it will work and what it will be like on
board.
If you would like to know more about any aspect of the
project, please send your story suggestions to our email
at information@goldlinq.com.au.
You can keep up-to-date with the progress of
Queensland’s first light rail construction through the
website at www.goldlinq.com.au or call the project
hotline on 1800 967 377*.
Happy reading!
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Community asks…
The Gold Coast light rail Visitor Centre opened in
January at the Australia Fair Shopping Centre in
Southport. More than 300 people attended on opening
day and it continues to be a popular place for the
community to learn about this city-changing project.
Common questions our team have been asked include:
How much will it cost to travel on the light rail?
A. Light rail ticketing and prices will be managed by
TransLink, the public transport service provider for South
East Queensland. go card and single use paper tickets will
be available. Closer to the start of operations in mid 2014,
information on ticketing will be available on the TransLink
website at www.translink.com.au.
What are the future stages of the light rail?
A. The potential future stages of the ultimate 40-kilometre
route from Helensvale to Coolangatta are:
• From Gold Coast University Hospital to Helensvale.
• From Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads.
• Further south, from Burleigh Heads to Coolangatta.
Preliminary planning has been undertaken but funding for

Your light rail system
Brand new light rail vehicles will be arriving on the
Gold Coast, providing a new travel option for public
transport users to travel between Griffith University,
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach.

How does the light rail system
work?
The Visitor Centre at Southport

the potential future stages of the Gold Coast light rail has
not yet been committed.
Will there be access for wheelchairs or prams?
A. There will be plenty of room to move around inside light
rail vehicles. There will also be multiple entry/exit doors level
with the platform and allocated spaces for wheelchairs and
prams to make it possible for everyone to board and exit the
tram at the platform.

A light rail system is an urban rail transport system that
typically uses electric vehicles to transport people through a
city using a dedicated track, separated from other vehicular
traffic. It runs at a lower speed than traditional heavy rail, and
carries fewer passengers, but it runs faster than a typical
tramway, which shares its track with other road users.
A tram or light rail vehicle can come in many shapes and
sizes. The Gold Coast will be receiving a new modern light
rail vehicle, which will be 43.5 metres long and designed
to make it easy to access and travel in. It will have air
conditioning throughout, dedicated spaces for wheelchairs
and prams, seats, standing room, information on where it is
stopping and the next stop displayed to passengers.
The light rail vehicle is powered by electricity, which it draws
from the overhead lines. The driver controls the vehicle’s

Stage One linking the
Gold Coast to the Games
With the Gold Coast hosting the 2018
Commonwealth Games, the light rail will play
an integral role in transport infrastructure in the
region.
More than 100,000 visitors, athletes and officials
are expected to visit the Gold Coast during
the Commonwealth Games. Together with the
thousands of locals who will attend Games
events, the light rail will be critical to help move
people around the city.

If you’d like to receive regular updates about light rail construction, sign up for Light Rail Mail or our weekly update emails.
Send information@goldlinq.com.au your name, email address and which Stage One precinct (Southport, Surfers Paradise
and Broadbeach) you’d like to receive information on.
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speed and braking as the light rail vehicle is steered along its
path by rails, in the same way that trains are on train tracks.
The light rail system will run along its own dedicated corridor
and not on the road with other vehicles. This will help to
improve the speed and reliability of the service leading to
better journey times. It will also be safer than a tramway
as the number of interactions with other vehicles will be
significantly reduced. The light rail will use the current road
traffic and signal system.

and the button will no longer work. At this point you need
to stand back from the doors as the vehicle is ready to
depart.
When the light rail vehicle pulls into the station the door
entry will be virtually level with the platform. The level
can alter a few centimetres depending on the number of
people on board the vehicle. The platform and the light
rail vehicle have been designed to make it as easy as
possible for everyone to board and depart the vehicle
and the platform.
On board there will be space for standing and sitting.
There will be allocated spaces for wheelchairs and
prams, and room for surfboards of a certain height.
There will be rails, hand straps and seat backs to hold
onto. Light rail vehicles can stop suddenly to avoid a
motorist, pedestrian or cyclist so it is important to hold
on to something when on board.
You will need a valid ticket to travel on the light rail
system. TransLink’s go card ticketing will be the

What is it like on board?
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The light rail vehicle will stop at all stations to pick up and
drop off passengers along the route. When the light rail
vehicle arrives at the station, the doors will open to enable
passengers to board the vehicle. An important rule of
travelling on a light rail system is to let passengers off the
vehicle before getting on. This will assist with the ease, and
speed, of boarding the light rail vehicle. When everyone is on
board the driver will close the doors and lock them before
continuing the journey.
If a door has been open for a long time it will close
automatically, even if the light rail vehicle isn’t ready to leave.
This is to save energy of the air conditioning and to keep our
passengers cooler on board.
You will know the doors are closing when you hear an alarm
sound. The alarm starts just before the doors close to give
you time to move into or out of the vehicle. If, whilst the door
is closing, it detects an obstruction it will open again.
Should the doors close automatically and you still want
to leave or join the light rail vehicle, just press the button
to open the door again. The door light will be lit, and
operational, when the door isn’t locked. As soon as the
door is locked the light around the door button will go out
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preferred ticket product of choice as it offers customers
fare discounts. go card users must ‘touch on’ prior to
boarding the light rail vehicle and ‘touch off’ when their
trip is completed. Validators will be located on all light rail
station platforms.

How do I know which station I am
at?
Information is provided in many different ways and at
different stages of your journey. For ease of identifying
where the light rail vehicle is going to, there will be a
destination board at the front of the vehicle. Inside there
will be a visual and audible indication of where you are
on your journey. Passenger information displays will be
available at the stations to inform you of when your next
light rail vehicle is due to arrive. Customer service staff
will be available along the route to help with information
and answer questions.
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Community asks…
The Gold Coast light rail Visitor Centre opened in
January at the Australia Fair Shopping Centre in
Southport. More than 300 people attended on opening
day and it continues to be a popular place for the
community to learn about this city-changing project.
Common questions our team have been asked include:
How much will it cost to travel on the light rail?
A. Light rail ticketing and prices will be managed by
TransLink, the public transport service provider for South
East Queensland. go card and single use paper tickets will
be available. Closer to the start of operations in mid 2014,
information on ticketing will be available on the TransLink
website at www.translink.com.au.
What are the future stages of the light rail?
A. The potential future stages of the ultimate 40-kilometre
route from Helensvale to Coolangatta are:
• From Gold Coast University Hospital to Helensvale.
• From Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads.
• Further south, from Burleigh Heads to Coolangatta.
Preliminary planning has been undertaken but funding for

Your light rail system
Brand new light rail vehicles will be arriving on the
Gold Coast, providing a new travel option for public
transport users to travel between Griffith University,
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach.

How does the light rail system
work?
The Visitor Centre at Southport

the potential future stages of the Gold Coast light rail has
not yet been committed.
Will there be access for wheelchairs or prams?
A. There will be plenty of room to move around inside light
rail vehicles. There will also be multiple entry/exit doors level
with the platform and allocated spaces for wheelchairs and
prams to make it possible for everyone to board and exit the
tram at the platform.

A light rail system is an urban rail transport system that
typically uses electric vehicles to transport people through a
city using a dedicated track, separated from other vehicular
traffic. It runs at a lower speed than traditional heavy rail, and
carries fewer passengers, but it runs faster than a typical
tramway, which shares its track with other road users.
A tram or light rail vehicle can come in many shapes and
sizes. The Gold Coast will be receiving a new modern light
rail vehicle, which will be 43.5 metres long and designed
to make it easy to access and travel in. It will have air
conditioning throughout, dedicated spaces for wheelchairs
and prams, seats, standing room, information on where it is
stopping and the next stop displayed to passengers.
The light rail vehicle is powered by electricity, which it draws
from the overhead lines. The driver controls the vehicle’s

Stage One linking the
Gold Coast to the Games
With the Gold Coast hosting the 2018
Commonwealth Games, the light rail will play
an integral role in transport infrastructure in the
region.
More than 100,000 visitors, athletes and officials
are expected to visit the Gold Coast during
the Commonwealth Games. Together with the
thousands of locals who will attend Games
events, the light rail will be critical to help move
people around the city.

If you’d like to receive regular updates about light rail construction, sign up for Light Rail Mail or our weekly update emails.
Send information@goldlinq.com.au your name, email address and which Stage One precinct (Southport, Surfers Paradise
and Broadbeach) you’d like to receive information on.
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speed and braking as the light rail vehicle is steered along its
path by rails, in the same way that trains are on train tracks.
The light rail system will run along its own dedicated corridor
and not on the road with other vehicles. This will help to
improve the speed and reliability of the service leading to
better journey times. It will also be safer than a tramway
as the number of interactions with other vehicles will be
significantly reduced. The light rail will use the current road
traffic and signal system.

and the button will no longer work. At this point you need
to stand back from the doors as the vehicle is ready to
depart.
When the light rail vehicle pulls into the station the door
entry will be virtually level with the platform. The level
can alter a few centimetres depending on the number of
people on board the vehicle. The platform and the light
rail vehicle have been designed to make it as easy as
possible for everyone to board and depart the vehicle
and the platform.
On board there will be space for standing and sitting.
There will be allocated spaces for wheelchairs and
prams, and room for surfboards of a certain height.
There will be rails, hand straps and seat backs to hold
onto. Light rail vehicles can stop suddenly to avoid a
motorist, pedestrian or cyclist so it is important to hold
on to something when on board.
You will need a valid ticket to travel on the light rail
system. TransLink’s go card ticketing will be the

What is it like on board?
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The light rail vehicle will stop at all stations to pick up and
drop off passengers along the route. When the light rail
vehicle arrives at the station, the doors will open to enable
passengers to board the vehicle. An important rule of
travelling on a light rail system is to let passengers off the
vehicle before getting on. This will assist with the ease, and
speed, of boarding the light rail vehicle. When everyone is on
board the driver will close the doors and lock them before
continuing the journey.
If a door has been open for a long time it will close
automatically, even if the light rail vehicle isn’t ready to leave.
This is to save energy of the air conditioning and to keep our
passengers cooler on board.
You will know the doors are closing when you hear an alarm
sound. The alarm starts just before the doors close to give
you time to move into or out of the vehicle. If, whilst the door
is closing, it detects an obstruction it will open again.
Should the doors close automatically and you still want
to leave or join the light rail vehicle, just press the button
to open the door again. The door light will be lit, and
operational, when the door isn’t locked. As soon as the
door is locked the light around the door button will go out
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preferred ticket product of choice as it offers customers
fare discounts. go card users must ‘touch on’ prior to
boarding the light rail vehicle and ‘touch off’ when their
trip is completed. Validators will be located on all light rail
station platforms.

How do I know which station I am
at?
Information is provided in many different ways and at
different stages of your journey. For ease of identifying
where the light rail vehicle is going to, there will be a
destination board at the front of the vehicle. Inside there
will be a visual and audible indication of where you are
on your journey. Passenger information displays will be
available at the stations to inform you of when your next
light rail vehicle is due to arrive. Customer service staff
will be available along the route to help with information
and answer questions.
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Community asks…
The Gold Coast light rail Visitor Centre opened in
January at the Australia Fair Shopping Centre in
Southport. More than 300 people attended on opening
day and it continues to be a popular place for the
community to learn about this city-changing project.
Common questions our team have been asked include:
How much will it cost to travel on the light rail?
A. Light rail ticketing and prices will be managed by
TransLink, the public transport service provider for South
East Queensland. go card and single use paper tickets will
be available. Closer to the start of operations in mid 2014,
information on ticketing will be available on the TransLink
website at www.translink.com.au.
What are the future stages of the light rail?
A. The potential future stages of the ultimate 40-kilometre
route from Helensvale to Coolangatta are:
• From Gold Coast University Hospital to Helensvale.
• From Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads.
• Further south, from Burleigh Heads to Coolangatta.
Preliminary planning has been undertaken but funding for

Your light rail system
Brand new light rail vehicles will be arriving on the
Gold Coast, providing a new travel option for public
transport users to travel between Griffith University,
Southport, Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach.

How does the light rail system
work?
The Visitor Centre at Southport

the potential future stages of the Gold Coast light rail has
not yet been committed.
Will there be access for wheelchairs or prams?
A. There will be plenty of room to move around inside light
rail vehicles. There will also be multiple entry/exit doors level
with the platform and allocated spaces for wheelchairs and
prams to make it possible for everyone to board and exit the
tram at the platform.

A light rail system is an urban rail transport system that
typically uses electric vehicles to transport people through a
city using a dedicated track, separated from other vehicular
traffic. It runs at a lower speed than traditional heavy rail, and
carries fewer passengers, but it runs faster than a typical
tramway, which shares its track with other road users.
A tram or light rail vehicle can come in many shapes and
sizes. The Gold Coast will be receiving a new modern light
rail vehicle, which will be 43.5 metres long and designed
to make it easy to access and travel in. It will have air
conditioning throughout, dedicated spaces for wheelchairs
and prams, seats, standing room, information on where it is
stopping and the next stop displayed to passengers.
The light rail vehicle is powered by electricity, which it draws
from the overhead lines. The driver controls the vehicle’s

Stage One linking the
Gold Coast to the Games
With the Gold Coast hosting the 2018
Commonwealth Games, the light rail will play
an integral role in transport infrastructure in the
region.
More than 100,000 visitors, athletes and officials
are expected to visit the Gold Coast during
the Commonwealth Games. Together with the
thousands of locals who will attend Games
events, the light rail will be critical to help move
people around the city.

If you’d like to receive regular updates about light rail construction, sign up for Light Rail Mail or our weekly update emails.
Send information@goldlinq.com.au your name, email address and which Stage One precinct (Southport, Surfers Paradise
and Broadbeach) you’d like to receive information on.
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and not on the road with other vehicles. This will help to
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better journey times. It will also be safer than a tramway
as the number of interactions with other vehicles will be
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to stand back from the doors as the vehicle is ready to
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When the light rail vehicle pulls into the station the door
entry will be virtually level with the platform. The level
can alter a few centimetres depending on the number of
people on board the vehicle. The platform and the light
rail vehicle have been designed to make it as easy as
possible for everyone to board and depart the vehicle
and the platform.
On board there will be space for standing and sitting.
There will be allocated spaces for wheelchairs and
prams, and room for surfboards of a certain height.
There will be rails, hand straps and seat backs to hold
onto. Light rail vehicles can stop suddenly to avoid a
motorist, pedestrian or cyclist so it is important to hold
on to something when on board.
You will need a valid ticket to travel on the light rail
system. TransLink’s go card ticketing will be the
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The light rail vehicle will stop at all stations to pick up and
drop off passengers along the route. When the light rail
vehicle arrives at the station, the doors will open to enable
passengers to board the vehicle. An important rule of
travelling on a light rail system is to let passengers off the
vehicle before getting on. This will assist with the ease, and
speed, of boarding the light rail vehicle. When everyone is on
board the driver will close the doors and lock them before
continuing the journey.
If a door has been open for a long time it will close
automatically, even if the light rail vehicle isn’t ready to leave.
This is to save energy of the air conditioning and to keep our
passengers cooler on board.
You will know the doors are closing when you hear an alarm
sound. The alarm starts just before the doors close to give
you time to move into or out of the vehicle. If, whilst the door
is closing, it detects an obstruction it will open again.
Should the doors close automatically and you still want
to leave or join the light rail vehicle, just press the button
to open the door again. The door light will be lit, and
operational, when the door isn’t locked. As soon as the
door is locked the light around the door button will go out
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preferred ticket product of choice as it offers customers
fare discounts. go card users must ‘touch on’ prior to
boarding the light rail vehicle and ‘touch off’ when their
trip is completed. Validators will be located on all light rail
station platforms.

How do I know which station I am
at?
Information is provided in many different ways and at
different stages of your journey. For ease of identifying
where the light rail vehicle is going to, there will be a
destination board at the front of the vehicle. Inside there
will be a visual and audible indication of where you are
on your journey. Passenger information displays will be
available at the stations to inform you of when your next
light rail vehicle is due to arrive. Customer service staff
will be available along the route to help with information
and answer questions.
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Cardno case study
Cardno is a professional infrastructure and
environmental services company with specialist
expertise in the development and improvement of
physical and social infrastructure for communities
around the world. Involved with the Gold Coast light rail
from the bid phase, Cardno’s local team have consulted
on matters such as the stations and depot, services
relocations (PUP), landscape and urban design as well
as temporary traffic management.
Mark Ricketts, Regional Manager for Queensland and
Northern Territory said working on the light rail has
provided Cardno’s local project team of over 40 staff
with a fantastic opportunity to contribute to a positive
city-changing project.
“Cardno has been on the Gold Coast for over 50 years,
we feel the light rail is a key component of the city
becoming world-class.The light rail system will provide
a catalyst for further development and opportunities for
the Gold Coast community.”
Cardno’s local experience, knowledge and contacts
have assisted GoldLinQ on the key design and
construction engineering issues for the project. Mr
Ricketts said a particularly challenging aspect of the
project has been the assessment of existing services
and their impact on the proposed works.
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Construction has started

GoldLinQ is committed to contributing to the local
economy and have a number of local industry
participation targets to meet during the three year
Design and Construction Phase. These targets
include achieving at least:
• 82.5% of labour to be recruited from the local region.
• 85% of plant equipment to be sourced from the local
region.
• 78% of materials to be sourced from the local region.
• 70% of subcontractors to be recruited from the local
region.
In the last quarter of 2011, GoldLinQ recruited 92% of
subcontractors from the Gold Coast and surrounding
areas during the Design, Investigation and Geotechnical
Phase. These results provided the local economy with an
$8.7 million boost.
The beginning of 2012 saw the priority shift to blue collar
recruitment with the aim also being to source the majority
of workers locally.
In addition, GoldLinQ will facilitate a number of integration
and knowledge partnering programs with local TAFEs
and universities and is looking to adopt internships, work
experience programs and other placement strategies for
students.
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GoldLinQ encourages Australian individuals and
companies interested in supplying goods and services
to the project, to register their interest now via our ICN
Gateway portal www.gateway.icn.org.au/project/1942/
goldlinq. For more information on employment
opportunities during the Design and Construction Phase of
the project visit www.macdowcareers.com.au or 		
www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/careers.
“There are over 12 different public utility authorities
which have services in the project corridor, some with
many different types of assets. Cardno are providing
GoldLinQ with the necessary design and construction
design solutions for the protection or relocation of these
services.”
Cardno is also assisting with the landscape and urban
design of the project to reflect the city’s character and
values.

Broadbeach
Works to date have included:
• Tree clearing and site establishment activities such as plant
mobilisation. Plant mobilisation involves moving general
construction equipment onto the site laydown areas.
• Removing median strips and the replacing pavement along
the Gold Coast Highway, Hooker Boulevard and T E Peters
Drive.
• Line marking along the Gold Coast Highway.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables and water pipes.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Closing the left hand turn slip lane temporarily from
northbound Gold Coast Highway to Hooker Boulevard
and T E Peters Drive. Traffic will be diverted via signalised
intersections.
• Diverting traffic to the middle lanes of the Gold Coast
Highway.
• Commencing station works near Hooker Boulevard.
• Constructing the track and widening of Gold Coast Highway.
• Constructing kerb and footpath construction on the
eastern-side of the Gold Coast Highway.
Southport
Works to date have included:
• Removing the centre median on Parklands Drive and moving
traffic to the south-side of the road to allow for the north-side
of the road to be rebuilt and services to be relocated.
• Starting construction on the support piers for the Smith
Street viaduct.
• Removing vegetation on Parklands Drive and behind the Gold
Coast City Council Depot in Baratta Street.
• Building the GoldLinQ site office on the existing Gold Coast
City Council Depot site.
• Demolishing the car wash in Brighton Street.
• Establishing the site compound on the corner of Queen and
Scarborough Streets.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Continuing construction work on Parklands Drive.
• Installing support piers and headstocks for the Smith Street
viaduct.
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Starting construction on the support piers for the rail and
pedestrian bridges across the Nerang River.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables, and water pipes in Nerang and
Scarborough Streets. This will involve installing traffic barriers
and relocating bus stops.
• Preparing for the installation of the first light rail tracks in
Queen Street west.
Surfers Paradise
Works to date have included:
• Establishing a laydown area at the corner of Surfers Paradise
Boulevard and Cypress Avenue.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables, and water pipes.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Establishing construction zones along the Gold Coast
Highway from Sundale Bridge to the Admiralty Drive
intersection in preparation for tree clearing.
• Establishing construction zones and relocating underground
services along Surfers Paradise Boulevard, from View Street
to Cavill Avenue.
• Redirecting traffic along Surfers Paradise Boulevard, from
View Street to Cavill Avenue, Alison Street to Clifford Street,
and at the Ferny Avenue intersection. Surfers Paradise
Boulevard intersections will be closed at various times
throughout this period.
• Establishing construction zones from Alison Street to Clifford
Street.
• Establishing a laydown area on the Main Beach side of
Sundale Bridge, on both the eastern and western sides of the
bridge.
•

www.goldlinq.com.au
Project Hotline - 1800 967 377* and select the GoldLinQ option
* Free call within Australia. Call charges may apply from mobile phones.
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Construction has
started
Your light rail system
Local industry
participation

Welcome to the second edition of LinQed, the
project newsletter for GoldLinQ. The GoldLinQ
consortium was awarded the contract to build
and operate Stage One of the Gold Coast light rail
system in partnership with the State and Federal
Government and Gold Coast City Council.
Construction has now commenced and in this edition
you will read about the monumental efforts required
to build this city-changing infrastructure project. We
outline our commitment to the local economy and profile
local supplier Cardno, who worked with us during the
geotechnical stage. You can also read about your light
rail system, how it will work and what it will be like on
board.
If you would like to know more about any aspect of the
project, please send your story suggestions to our email
at information@goldlinq.com.au.
You can keep up-to-date with the progress of
Queensland’s first light rail construction through the
website at www.goldlinq.com.au or call the project
hotline on 1800 967 377*.
Happy reading!

Gold Coast Rapid Transit

Local industry participation

Local business involvement
Cardno case study
Cardno is a professional infrastructure and
environmental services company with specialist
expertise in the development and improvement of
physical and social infrastructure for communities
around the world. Involved with the Gold Coast light rail
from the bid phase, Cardno’s local team have consulted
on matters such as the stations and depot, services
relocations (PUP), landscape and urban design as well
as temporary traffic management.
Mark Ricketts, Regional Manager for Queensland and
Northern Territory said working on the light rail has
provided Cardno’s local project team of over 40 staff
with a fantastic opportunity to contribute to a positive
city-changing project.
“Cardno has been on the Gold Coast for over 50 years,
we feel the light rail is a key component of the city
becoming world-class.The light rail system will provide
a catalyst for further development and opportunities for
the Gold Coast community.”
Cardno’s local experience, knowledge and contacts
have assisted GoldLinQ on the key design and
construction engineering issues for the project. Mr
Ricketts said a particularly challenging aspect of the
project has been the assessment of existing services
and their impact on the proposed works.
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Construction has started

GoldLinQ is committed to contributing to the local
economy and have a number of local industry
participation targets to meet during the three year
Design and Construction Phase. These targets
include achieving at least:
• 82.5% of labour to be recruited from the local region.
• 85% of plant equipment to be sourced from the local
region.
• 78% of materials to be sourced from the local region.
• 70% of subcontractors to be recruited from the local
region.
In the last quarter of 2011, GoldLinQ recruited 92% of
subcontractors from the Gold Coast and surrounding
areas during the Design, Investigation and Geotechnical
Phase. These results provided the local economy with an
$8.7 million boost.
The beginning of 2012 saw the priority shift to blue collar
recruitment with the aim also being to source the majority
of workers locally.
In addition, GoldLinQ will facilitate a number of integration
and knowledge partnering programs with local TAFEs
and universities and is looking to adopt internships, work
experience programs and other placement strategies for
students.
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GoldLinQ encourages Australian individuals and
companies interested in supplying goods and services
to the project, to register their interest now via our ICN
Gateway portal www.gateway.icn.org.au/project/1942/
goldlinq. For more information on employment
opportunities during the Design and Construction Phase of
the project visit www.macdowcareers.com.au or 		
www.bombardier.com/en/transportation/careers.
“There are over 12 different public utility authorities
which have services in the project corridor, some with
many different types of assets. Cardno are providing
GoldLinQ with the necessary design and construction
design solutions for the protection or relocation of these
services.”
Cardno is also assisting with the landscape and urban
design of the project to reflect the city’s character and
values.

Broadbeach
Works to date have included:
• Tree clearing and site establishment activities such as plant
mobilisation. Plant mobilisation involves moving general
construction equipment onto the site laydown areas.
• Removing median strips and the replacing pavement along
the Gold Coast Highway, Hooker Boulevard and T E Peters
Drive.
• Line marking along the Gold Coast Highway.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables and water pipes.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Closing the left hand turn slip lane temporarily from
northbound Gold Coast Highway to Hooker Boulevard
and T E Peters Drive. Traffic will be diverted via signalised
intersections.
• Diverting traffic to the middle lanes of the Gold Coast
Highway.
• Commencing station works near Hooker Boulevard.
• Constructing the track and widening of Gold Coast Highway.
• Constructing kerb and footpath construction on the
eastern-side of the Gold Coast Highway.
Southport
Works to date have included:
• Removing the centre median on Parklands Drive and moving
traffic to the south-side of the road to allow for the north-side
of the road to be rebuilt and services to be relocated.
• Starting construction on the support piers for the Smith
Street viaduct.
• Removing vegetation on Parklands Drive and behind the Gold
Coast City Council Depot in Baratta Street.
• Building the GoldLinQ site office on the existing Gold Coast
City Council Depot site.
• Demolishing the car wash in Brighton Street.
• Establishing the site compound on the corner of Queen and
Scarborough Streets.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Continuing construction work on Parklands Drive.
• Installing support piers and headstocks for the Smith Street
viaduct.
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Starting construction on the support piers for the rail and
pedestrian bridges across the Nerang River.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables, and water pipes in Nerang and
Scarborough Streets. This will involve installing traffic barriers
and relocating bus stops.
• Preparing for the installation of the first light rail tracks in
Queen Street west.
Surfers Paradise
Works to date have included:
• Establishing a laydown area at the corner of Surfers Paradise
Boulevard and Cypress Avenue.
• Relocating underground services such as power and
telecommunication cables, and water pipes.
Over the next six months, the main construction activities
will be:
• Establishing construction zones along the Gold Coast
Highway from Sundale Bridge to the Admiralty Drive
intersection in preparation for tree clearing.
• Establishing construction zones and relocating underground
services along Surfers Paradise Boulevard, from View Street
to Cavill Avenue.
• Redirecting traffic along Surfers Paradise Boulevard, from
View Street to Cavill Avenue, Alison Street to Clifford Street,
and at the Ferny Avenue intersection. Surfers Paradise
Boulevard intersections will be closed at various times
throughout this period.
• Establishing construction zones from Alison Street to Clifford
Street.
• Establishing a laydown area on the Main Beach side of
Sundale Bridge, on both the eastern and western sides of the
bridge.
•

www.goldlinq.com.au
Project Hotline - 1800 967 377* and select the GoldLinQ option
* Free call within Australia. Call charges may apply from mobile phones.
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Welcome to the second edition of LinQed, the
project newsletter for GoldLinQ. The GoldLinQ
consortium was awarded the contract to build
and operate Stage One of the Gold Coast light rail
system in partnership with the State and Federal
Government and Gold Coast City Council.
Construction has now commenced and in this edition
you will read about the monumental efforts required
to build this city-changing infrastructure project. We
outline our commitment to the local economy and profile
local supplier Cardno, who worked with us during the
geotechnical stage. You can also read about your light
rail system, how it will work and what it will be like on
board.
If you would like to know more about any aspect of the
project, please send your story suggestions to our email
at information@goldlinq.com.au.
You can keep up-to-date with the progress of
Queensland’s first light rail construction through the
website at www.goldlinq.com.au or call the project
hotline on 1800 967 377*.
Happy reading!

